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12. - CONSTITUTION OF THE GENERAL 14. R HECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
COMMISSION OF THE CONFERENCE: BUREAU REGARDING BANOUETS
ADOPTION OF A DRAFT RESOLU- AND aOFFICIALIRECEPTIONS.
TION PROPOSED BY THE BUREAU.

The President. -_ The attentionof the
The President. - I have some communica- Bureau has been particularly drawn to the

tions to make on behalf of the Bureau of the very strong reasons for asking all delegations
Conference. The latter held its first meeting to refrain from giving banquets or official
at the end of the plenary meeting of the receptions. The members of the Bureau
Conference on Friday, and took decisions were unanimous in considering that, in view
which I have to communicate to you. of the present conditions, which are causing

On the basis of the recommendation of such suffering throughout the world to all
the Committee on Rules of Procedure, the classes of the population, and particularly
Bureau decided to submit to the Conference to the poorer classes, delegations should,
a draft resolution the text of which has from the outset of the Conference, be asked
already been communicated to the delega,- to give up a custom which is no doubt
tions in the Journal of the Conference. This admirable from the standpoint of courtesy,
draft resolution relates to the procedure in but which involves considerable outlay and
connection with the constitution of the expenditure.
General Commission, and reads as follows : This recommendation does not, of course,

~ ~The Conference, affect small meetings of an intimate charac-
AprTinge theprpoaloteur ter, which can be of great value, as they

"Approvingtheproposalsof u u: give delegates the possibility of discussing
" Decides to constitute now a Commis- and even arranging difficulties which may

sion, composed of one representative of have arisen at the Conference itself; but,
each delegation, which will be called the apart from meetings such as this, I trust

General Commission '; that delegations will very strictly follow the
" Requests the delegations to inform recommenda.tions of the Bureau.

the Secretary of the Conference as soon
as possible of the names of their respective
representatives on this Commission; 1. - OPENING OF THE GENERAL

" Decides that this Commission will hold DISCUSSION.
its first meeting on Tuesday, February 9th,
1932, at 4 p.m., to appoint its President, The President. - The next item on the
Vice-President or Vice-Presidents, and, agenda, is the opening of the general dis-
if need be, rapporteur or rapporteurs." cussion.

I will call upon the first speaker on my
If there are no observations, I will take list the Right Honourable Sir John Simon,

it that the proposal is adopted. Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

The draft resolution was adopted. delegate oi le British Empire.

The President.-- I accordingly ask dele- Sirmon (British Empire). -
gations to send as soon as possible to he When the suggestion was made that, ii
Secretariat of the Conference the names of the opening debate which begins to-day,
the delegates who will respectively represent the British Enpire should speak the first
them on this Commission. The necessary word, it was hoped and intended that
arrangements will be made at the first hat wod should be spoken by Mr. Ramnsay
meeting, which will take place at 4 p.m. acDonald. I am sure that I an expressing
to-morrow. the sentiments of you all, as well as my own

strong feeling, when I say how deeply we
regret the enforced absence of the British

13. - PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS Prime Minister to-day and the cause of it.
DURING THE GENERAL DIS- The latest message from London givesthe

CUSSHI8ON: PROPlOSA1LS OF THilE cheering news that he is mQaking a good
BUREA UT. recovery, and he is resolved, when he is

better, to take part in our deliberations
The President. In a few moments the in due course.

general discussion will open, and i have In these preliminary discussions, to which
thought it well to consult the Bureau as I have the honour and responsibility of
to the interva-l at which meetings should be making a first contribution, we must take
held and their duration. The Bureau decided a general view of the problems before us,
that, while the general discussion lasts, but we must avoid wasting time and
plenary meetings of the Conference will, as exhausting the opportunity in mere gene-
a rule, be held in the morning from 10 to ralities. More thaan ten years of intensive
1 o'clock. The President, of course, reserves study have been consumed in the work
the right to hold meetings in the afternoon of preparation for this Disarmament Confer-
also when the progress of the work so ence and, as the President rightly asserted
demands. As a rule, howevers the after- in his opening -speech, this period of pre-
noons will be reserved for meetings of the paratory work was absolutely necessary.
Bureau and of the Generqal Commission. Mr. Henderson, you will remember, quoted
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the observation of M. Briand made last to-day, who are now beginning to exercise
year that, if the attempt had been made authority in public affairs, whose personal
to call together the Conference ten years knowledge of the events of 1914 to 1918 is
ago, the lack of adequate preparation but a childish memory.
would certainly have brought disaster in The memory of a nation persists; aye,
its train. This is a case to which the English and when that national memory is deep
proverb, "More haste, less speed ", applies, and bitter it does more to foster suspicion
and now the time has come for us to bend and to breed fear than any other influence,
our energies in a united effort to make a But the memory of the individual is so short
fruitful use of the results of so much that personal experience soon losesits sharp-
preparation. ness. And, therefore now is the accepted

I permit myself a reflection. It may well time for the promotion of disarmament.
be admitted that those who signed the The work of effective international dis-
Covenant on June 28th, 1919, and the armament will not be rendered easier, but
States which ratified it early in the following will, in fact, become more and more difficult
year, hardly contemplated that it would to achieve as the years go on unless we
not be until February 1932 that the first achieve something now.
Disarmament Conference would actually The second reflection is this. During
meet. After the Armistice, nations that were this interval of time that has passed since
still bleeding from the scourge of four years the Armistice the different States of the
of war were united in desiring to reduce world have proceeded in the matter of
without delay the risk of renewed conflict armaments along different, and to some
by the reduction of national armaments extent divergent, lines, and the process of
by the method of international agreement. securing agreed international adjustment is
That intention is both explicit and implicit rendered more difficult thereby. Some
in the Treaty of Versailles. It was the general States have been living under limitations
resolve, in all quarters and in all good faith, imposed by treaties which they signed. Other
to strike while the iron was hot and to apply States have evolved a system of armaments
the painful lessons of the war while those according to their own conception of their
lessons were freshest in our minds. needs and obligations or the call of their

Yet the difficulties have proved so great, public opinion without treaty restriction
and the work of preparation has of necessity other than that article of the Covenant
lasted so long, that it is only now that it which recognises that the maintenance of
has been found possible to enter upon what peace requires the reduction-mark you, the
I profoundly trust may prove to be the reduction of national armaments to the
effective stage of our task. lowest point consistent with national safety

Even now, voices are heard which declare and the enforcement by common action of
that the moment is not opportune. The international obligations. What is the
paradox is pointed out that, while disarms- result? The result is that an increasing
ment is being discussed at Geneva, in the divergence is manifest. Some States indeed
Far East armaments are being employed, can point to a record of decreasing expen-
bombs are dropping from the skies, troops diture in recent years. I am not seeking in
are now on the move and the ideals of the what I am now saying to institute comparison
Covenant are in jeopardy. I do not agree with what has been and is being accomplished
with those who suggest that this paradox in other countries, by whom the same claim
makes our meeting inopportune. I would may be made, but Itake, by way of illustration,
rather declare that these sombre events the country I know best, which is my own.
illustrate and reinforce the urgent necessity I mention this matter now because the
of undertaking and discharging our task. practical application of a system of agreed

There are two other reflections connected limitation of armaments undoubtedly in-
with the interval of thirteen years that has volves the establishment of a fair datum line
elapsed since the Armistice which I would as between different States. In seeking to
venture in a few words to place before my fix the proper limit in each case, we cannot
colleagues assembled here. The generation expect to arrive at a mathematical corre-
which had actual experience of the horrors spondence in actual figures, for considerations
of 1914 to 1918 is beginning to slip away. of size and geography and special needs all
This reflection was borne in upon the older introduce factors of variation; national
amongst us who were present on Saturday circumstances vary and national armaments
when we listened with so much admira- may vary with them. But the fact that
tion and sympathy to eloquent addresses de- there has been this long interval before we
livered from the platform in support of the could meet together to grapple with our
widely signed petition of the young students common task adds a complication in this
of the world. Did you not then find yourself connection which it would be foolish to
suddenly seized with the thought, which deny. A State that has been reducing its
gripped one's heart, that these young men armaments in recent years will naturally
who pleaded so bravely and so passionately and properly expect this fact to be borne
for peace were themselves mere children in mind and that is why, in these prelimi-
at the time when the rest of us were passing nary remarks, I dwell upon the importance
through the inferno of war'? There are men of establishing upon sound principles the
and women of full age in every country conception of what I have called a datum



line, in order that we may effectively carry safeguard, some international authority which
through together our task of the further will effectively secure that these limitations
reduction of armaments. are not overstepped by ascertaining and

There is one other observation which I making known cases of transgression with
wish to make before I indicate some of the a view to bringing effective world pressure
directions in which the influence of Great upon the wrongdoer.
Britain will be more especially thrown in I desire to announce on behalf of the
the course of subsequent discussion. Government of Great Britain that we

Disarmament is, as we all realise, a means advocate both these methods of treatment,
to an end. And what is the end? Terrible and will do our utmost, in loyal and
as is the economic burden of armaments and friendly co-operation with the other States
enormous as would be the relief to the of the world, to help to devise and bring
taxpayer if the burden were lightened, this into effect plans to apply them. Both
is not the primary purpose for which we methods are embodied in the draft Disarma-
pursue it. Disarmament is pursued first and ment Convention - the product of five
foremost as an effective method of buttress- years of intensive labour by the Preparatory
ing peace and of limiting the risks and Commission - and here I must be allowed
suffering of sudden and devastating war. In to pay my own tribute to the work which
this respect, an ilmmense change has come over that Commission has done, and, in particular,
the judgment of the world. The proposition to express, as I believe the whole Conference
that the peace of the world is to be secured by will wish me to do, our thanks for the
preparing for war is no longer believed by devotion and the skill thrown into the task
anybody, for recent history manifestly dis- by my compatriot, Lord Cecil.
proves it. A high level of armaments is no The President, in his opening statement,
substitute for general security. At best, it only pointed out that this Conference has been
creates the illusion of security in one quarter called together on the basis of this indis-
while at the same time it is aggravating the pensable preparatory work. And here it
sense of insecurity in another. The security is convenient to say that, in the view of
which we set before us as our ideal is security the British Government, the draft Conven-
for all, and security for all fundamentally tion, subject of course to the close examina-
depends on armaments reduction. For tion which each article of it would have to
armaments are the symptom of a pathologi- receive in the course of our discussions, does
cal condition. It is the fear of attack and provide the best groundwork upon which to
it is the distrust of one's neighbours which proceed.
are the compelling causes, but the very fact Let me take up a more detailed point.
of piling up armaments under this deep- The Preparatory Commission has given much
seated impulse only transfers the morbid attention to the methods by which the
condition to another quarter. It is at best principle of limitation by the fixing of
an attempt to rid oneself of the plague by nmaxima might be applied. This is a matter
infecting one's neighbours, and the present to which the British Government has given
condition of world opinion at this moment close attention, and at the proper time we
is not that armaments are a security for shall wish to join in detailed discussions
world peace. Distracted mankind may feel about it. I would for the moment confine
that they are inevitable, but as an instrument myself to a single observation. It must be
for world peace we know that they are the sincere and constant object of us all, by
useless. Our problem therefore is nothing limiting our estimates to what is strictly
less than to deliver the world fron despair necessary for defence and for international
and to do so, not by exhausting ourselves obligations and by co-operation and corm-
over melancholy reflections, but by a reso- parison amongst ourselves, to discourage all
lute course of practical and applied energy. extravagant or fantastic claims and to fix

Let us then turn in the light of these the maxima in each case at as low a figure
general reflections to our practical task. as possible. Only thus shall we demonstrate
We meet to devise, or at least to begin, to the world and to each other our resolve
an international system for limiting arma- to secure a real reduction. And for the same
ments. We are agreed that the object is reason, while the broad objective of securing,
good; we are agreed that the need is great; in respect of the armaments of the world as
we are resolved to face each difficulty like a whole, a large percentage of reduction in the
practical men and to strive to overcome it total, such as 25 per cent, is admirable, I may
in a practical spirit. And a s practical men express the view that the maxima fixed for
we must recognise, as it seenms to me, that an individual State should be its permitted
the limitation of arnmaments by international limit, and that this method will' tend to
agreement can only be brought about by reduce the figure better than by first asking
the use of one or both of two methods of each State to fix a named limit and then
treatment. One is the method of fixing allowing it to arm up to a percentage of
maximum limits beyond which we severa-lly that limit. The percentage reduction applied
bind ourselves not to go : the other is the to an assumed figure in the future will only
method of excluding by international agree- tend to make that assumed figure bigger
ment from use in warfare certain defined than it ought to be. Not only our declared
instruments or methods, and for both these objective but our methods of attaining it
modes of treatment we require, as a further should all be directed to the purpose, as far
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as possible, of securing not only a limitation opinion of the civilised world ", and the
but a reduction in armaments. So much parties to this Protocol, in accepting the
for the first method. prohibition of such use, agreed similarly to

As regards the second principle of treat- prohibit bacteriological methods of warfare
ment -viz., the outlawing by international between themselves. I believe that at least
agreement of certain weapons and methods thirty-two Governments have already rati-
of warfare - it seems to me and to the fied this Protocol, and I am glad to think
British delegation that we are most likely that among them are the Governments of all
to find these weapons and methods among the members of the British Commonwealth
the most recent developments. This is not of Nations, both the Dominions, swhich are
only because it is a rule of human nature represented here by their own delegations,
that the most recent lapses in habit are and those Colonies of the British Empire
the least difficult to eradicate, but because for whom I have the privilege to speak
these new methods of warfare - the use of as well as for Great Britain. A similar
gas, of the submarine, of bombing from the prohibition is contained in Article 39 of the
air- all have this common feature, that draft Convention for disarmament which we
they tend to obliterate the boundary first have before us. I feel convinced that the
drawn long ago by Hugo Grotius and main- conscience of the civilised world will not be
tained by the practice of modern warfare satisfied till similar effective prohibitions
so far as possible as long as a distinction have been imposed on all practices which
could be effectively drawn between comba- shock our common humanity.
tants and non-combatants. For permit me The other weapon to which I wish speci-
to say that of all the horrible features which fically to refer is the submarine. I am well
warfare presents there is nothing which so aware that the view is entertained in some
fills the imagination with forebodings for quarters that the submarine might maintain
the future, nothing which has more effec- its place among legitimate weapons of
tively evoked the protests and the appeals defence. In my own country, we feel sin-
which we heard echoed in the petitions of cerely that such a view is mistaken. There
Saturday, nothing, I would venture to say, is abundant experience in the late war to
which is so repulsive to all who are actually show that the effective use of the submarine
engaged in the profession of arms, as the almost inevitably involves, however in-
promiscuous character of the destruction voluntarily, perhaps a greater degree of
which modern war threatens. This is indeed inhumanity than is to be found in almost
a World Conference on Disarmament, for any other type of warfare. The abolition of
there is no calling, however peaceful, no the submarine, I will not disguise the fact,
home, however distant and humble, no inno- would be in the interest of our country;
cence of life, no difference of sex, no imma- but, in saying this, I absolutely deny that
turity of age, which is not in peril of the we regard its abolition as any exclusive
consequence if the most modern methods interest of ours. In desiring its abolition,
of warfare cannot be curbed. we are not aiming at making ourselves

The members of the Conference have noted relatively stronger against our neighbours.
with much interest (though I do not think Our proposal is not made in the interests
they can yet have found time closely to of our fighting strength, but in the interests
study) the elaborate proposals made public of humanity and of stable and permanent
a day or two ago by our friends of the peace.
French delegation in connection with this The prohibition and abolition of subma-
class of subject. Manifestly, these matters rines would be a contribution to disarma-
will be a topic for grave and detailed con- ment which the citizens of every country
Mideration by some organ of the Conference would understand. And mark you this:
later. I will only say at the moment, it is no complicated and technical question;
on behalf of the British Government, that it involves no grave difficulty of definition;
these proposals, as indeed all other care- it would be a clear and certain step in the
fully formulated suggestions, will be studied path of disarmament. The skill and the
with the closest and most sympathetic gallantry which are involved in this dan-
attention and that we shall not be found gerous service - and in Britain to-day we
to be lagging behind in any changes which are mourning the loss of a submarine crew
are found, after adequate examination, to of sixty men engulfed in the course of
be beneficial and practicable and which their service in time of peace - are no
will really contribute to armament reduction. justification for its continuance. The aboli-

With much less elaboration, but with tion of such an instrument of warfare would
equal sincerity, I mention two other recently be rightly hailed as such an advance in
developed manifestations of warfare which the path of disarmament as would prove
merit our close attention. In 1925, there our ability to accomplish the purpose of
was signed the Protocol for the Prohibition the Conference, and would facilitate discus-
of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poison- sions of other problems which we have met
ous or other Gases and of Bacteriological to sorlve.
Methods of Warfare. In that Protocol, Apart from this, it is well known that
the plenipotentiaries of forty-four nations certain of the Naval Powers have already
declared that the use of such gases in war given serious consideration to the question
"has been justly condemned by the general of the reduction of naval armaments and
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have achieved positive and valuable results our common object by the most practical
in the shape of the Washington and London means available.
Naval Treaties. It is the opinion of His We do not conceal from ourselves the
Majesty's Government that these treaties difficulty of attaining success in our task,
represent a substantial contribution to the but before any one of us abandons hopes
cause which we all have at heart, and our view of success let him reflect upon the conse-
is that they should be retained intact until quences of failure. Many Peace Conferences
they expire in December 1936. We believe have failed before this, and the consequence
that the Conference will find it well to accept of their failure is written in letters of blood
the Washington and London agreements. in the history of the world, but failure now
building upon them and framing the General means nothing short of an unmeasured and
Convention upon their continued operation. immeasurable calamity. We have to proceed
How this can best be done will be a matter in our task through many weeks and months,
for close consideration and consultation as conscious of the doom which is in store for
the Conference progresses. mankind if some practical results are not

In conclusion, let me indicate in simple achieved. This is not a Conference of rulers
and direct terms some of the directions in or of statesmen; this is a Conference of
which the British delegation believes that people of all lands. We represent the mass
the limitation and reduction of armaments of the people in all lands, the people who
may be practically applied. Some of these fight the wars, and are hoping, even against
matters have already been touched upon hope, for a wise issue from our deliberations.
in what I have said. There are others in The Roman poet declared as a motto for
regard to which we are convinced that courage: Possunt quia posse videntur (suc-
practical progress should now be made; and cess will come to those who are resolved to
we are anxious to join our colleagues here in succeed).
the pursuit of every practicable means.

We accept, as the basis of our future dis- The President. - The next speaker is
cussion, the general scheme of the draft M. Tardieu, Minister for War and President
Disarmament Convention. We accept, in of the French delegation.
general, the methods of limitation by refe-
rence to the establishment of maxima con- M. Tardieu (France):
tained in that Convention. We accept and Translation: The French delegation sub-
support the proposal for the establishment mitted its proposals to you on Friday, and it
of a Permanent Disarmament Commission. has now to explain to you their import from
We urge the abolition of gas and chemical the point of view of French policy and of
warfare. We press for the abolition of sub- that of the League of Nations.
marines. The abolition of conscription is, as My speech will certainly be short, and I
we realise, a subject with controversial shall try to make it clear. I may add that it
aspects, but we seek and we urge upon will be frank, and I ask you to regard this
others to seek and to help us to find the most frankness as a mark of my respect.
practicable course for limiting by agreement Since our arrival at Geneva, we have heard
the numbers of effectives. We take the view the voices of those who are fearful lest our
that the temptation to resort to armed work, commencing as it does at the present
conflict is obviously reduced if defence is juncture, should be unsuccessful. I can
strengthened at the expense of attack. draw only one conclusion from this namely,
And, since our common object is not to that although the work to which we have set
increase but to diminish the sum total of our hand has always been necessary, it
armaments and their expense, it follows that is in present circumstances more necessary
we must direct especial attention to such than ever. For the need to provide further
prohibitions or limitations as will weaken guarantees of peaceful international relations
the attack and so remove temptation for must be obvious to all.
aggression. I have already made a reference The whole world is in a state of unrest. A
to what has been accomplished as between crisis, which is a belated effect of the disloca-
certain of the principal naval Powers in the tion of production caused by the war and its
direction of limitation of naval armaments, aftermath, is jeopardising material interests
and we, the British delegation, are ready to and producing in the minds of the peoples a
co-operate in whatever methods are found coefficient of irritation which affects the
most practicable for agreed reduction in the treatment of every problem before the
size of ships and of maximum gun calibre world.
as well as in any practical application of the The noble task which has brought us to
principle of prohibiting land guns above Geneva is unfortunately not the only task
a certain calibre. with which Governments are faced. Finan-

One word more. This list is not, nor is it cial settlements between State and State or
intended to be, exhaustive. It appears to between private persons, banking, industrial
me that at this, the earliest, stage of our and commercial difficulties, economic dis-
general discussion, the interests which we cussions both national and international,
are gathered together to uphold are best unemployment - all these questions have
served, so far as we are concerned, by a simultaneously become acute and urgent.
certain elasticity of view combined with the Party struggles are in some cases becoming
proof of a definite determination to pursue disquietingly violent and international policy
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is in some cases the issue at stake. Both evening throughout 1919 I discussed with
the old, who live in the past, and the youn- Clemenceau and Ldon Bourgeois the texts
ger generation, who too often ignore the produced by the Committee sitting under
past, are alike a prey to uncertainty and the chairmanship of President Wilson;
anxiety, and a general feeling of mistrust is with them I witnessed the birth of Article
gaining ground. The clash of arms, which 8, which is the basis of the Covenant, and
we hoped never to hear again, is once more of the other articles of which it is composed.
resounding in our ears. A long period has elapsed since then but,

This is, I maintain, but a further reason owing to the chance of political circumstances,
for setting to work without delay and making I have never before had the honour of
our choice, on behalf of the countries we sitting among you. I regard it as my duty
represent, between peace based on discipline on this the first occasion on which I have
and anarchy based on selfishness. been privileged to be with you to express,

The problem of the limitation and reduc- with moderation but with firmness, my
tion of armaments is the most difficult of all, conviction that during these thirteen years
for, though less than fifteen years have there has been failure to extract from the
passed since the conclusion of peace, a new Covenant all those practical results which,
generation has arisen which cannot always in the opinion and intention of its authors,
discern the terms of the problem, and a it was capable of producing.
delicate process of mensuration -if I may As my Government points out in the
use the term-is required to gauge the proposals it has submitted to you, the
requirements of the various sovereign States Covenant has too often been interpreted
and their respective strengths. along the line of least resistance. A great

This problem arose with the conclusion of deal of work has certainly been done, but,
a treaty which brought to an end the on occasion, boldness has been lacking.
greatest war in history. Although, at its best, Our colleague, M. de Madariaga, said last
this treaty reflects a noble ideal of co- year in his remarkable speech that the
operation, some of its clauses were inevitably Covenant had been slowly ruined from
inspired by the needs of the time when it was within, and no one had tried to prevent it;
negotiated. In the nature of things, measures it had been emptied of its substance, since
were taken in the light of the recent past - the obligations imposed by it had been
measures which the end of every war has reduced to nothing.
always brought in its train. How many times, instead of reinforcing

That is a fact, and no good was ever done its provisions with a view to their practical
by denying a fact. International contracts application, have we whittled them down,
are like private contracts: they take account attenuated and weakened them, stultifying
of circumstances and some of their clauses any possible action by means of innume-
are based on them. rable reservations and seeking to hide

But, in settling the past, peace also fundamental disagreements under formal
turned to the future. The Covenant, which agreements ! How many pacts have been
stands as the threshold of peace, imposes signed, both under the auspices of the
upon its signatories a common duty "in League and outside the League, which,
a scrupulous respect for all treaty obliga- while extending the scope of international
tions" and, in particular, that of "preserv- greements, have not strengthened them
ing as against external aggression, the - far from it! - or increased their essential
territorial integrity and existing political value. How many times, in order to avoid
independence" of the Members of the the difficulties presented by general solu-
League of Nations. tions, have such general solutions been

The fulfilment of this duty is what has split up in the hope - always vain - of
brought us here. It consists in preparing a its being possible to piece them together
scheme for the limitation and reduction of again.
armaments compatible with these four con- Thus the Leon Bourgeois scheme relating
ditions - which are necessarily variable to an international armed force ended
and, if they are to be equitable, cannot be merely in the setting up of the Permanent
identical - security, the execution of com- Advisory Commission, of whose services so
mon obligations and the taking account little use was made; the 1924 Protocol
of the geographical situation and circum- was abandoned on the understanding that
stances of each State. it would be replaced by a number of

That is the task which confronts us. The regional agreements, although, in fact, it
Covenant, which entrusted us with this was followed by the Locarno Agreement
task, was framed in 1919, and this is now alone. Then there was the 1927 resolution,
the year 1932. Thirteen years have elapsed, from which the Council has never succeeded
- a long time, but it is sufficiently account- in drawing any positive conclusion, and the
ed for by the difficulties of our task and also, French proposals of 1926, so well calculated
if you will excuse my frankness, by certain to instil life into Articles 11 and 16; they
mistakes which have been made and which, were smothered under detailed discussions
I think, must not be repeated. which have produced nothing but the

May I venture to remind you that I League's wireless station. There was the
collaborated daily in the drafting of the principle of compulsory arbitration, which
Covenant, which is our charter ? Every degenerated into conciliation procedure:



and the principle of mutual assistance, of organisation that necessarily ensue and
which was transmuted into treaties of without which the League would be unable
friendship or non-aggression. As you know, to utilise the means.
I could give many more instances. but In a word, we are endeavouring to deal
these are sufficient to demonstrate what with the whole body of duties imposed by
I mean. the Covenant, and you will agree that the

Believe me, I recognise the value of many decision we call upon you to make is a
of these successive pacts, and I know that the momentous one. Some have, in the past,
reaffirmation of certain principles cannot regarded the League of Nations as an all
but do good; nor do I fail to appreciate the too flexible instrument for controlling
sustained and meritorious efforts of the events; while others, like ourselves, look
League which has in such large measure upon it as a new and lasting power capable
fulfilled the hopes of the nations. At the of organising peace, security and disarma-
same time, however, I am convinced that ment. What we ask is that a choice should
political gestures, however admirable, must be made between these two conceptions -

not be confused with legal obligations ; and I that is the main object of our proposals.
affirm that our contribution to the world It is our desire that from the very outset of
at this Conference must take the form of our deliberations such a choice should be
executory legal obligations, if we are to possible. Such is the leading feature of our
bring the nations the protection of peace and proposals.-
a reduction of military burdens. Equally frankly, may I say that France

Public opinion to-day is tired of witnessing hopes also that the coherent and restricted
so many sterile meetings. The world is character of this programme may remove
watching us and is saying: "Do what all temptation to extend it, with the conse-
you will, give us any engagement, however quent risk -- as I pointed out a moment ago
short, however limited in time, however - of once more weakening the means of
simple, provided that it is real and living and action at the League's disposal. If we
that it proves of substantial use and is succeed, it will mean a great step forward
capable of producing deeds "; and it is these in the cause of peace. But success depends
deeds, born or yet to be born of clear upon our ability to avoid being diverted from
and concrete undertakings, that, as we the end we have in view.
venture to think, the proposal of the French The task with which we are entrusted is
delegation is offering you. not the revision of the map of the world or

Our object - and I wish to be quite clear the negotiation of new treaties of peace or
about this- is to do constructive work on the solution of problems outside those which
the basis of the Covenant instead of seeking the Covenant requires us to solve. The
new bases. For our conception of disarma- preparatory work - to which a tribute with
ment - and this is the important point - which I am happy to associate myself was
is and remains conditioned by our conception paid earlier in the proceedings - has been
of the League of Nations; and we consider going forward for a number of years along
that, as long as the League is without means lines laid down in the Covenant itself and
to secure the execution of its decisions, it which it is our duty to respect. We must
will always tend to shrink from taking attempt neither more nor less.
decisions. We agree with what our colleague To accomplish less would mean a cruel
M. Politis so clearly stated in 1924, that disappointment to the world at large ; to
all the problems of collective security and do more might perhaps result in exposing
the regulation of armaments are to be found it to the most dangerous upheavals. So,
in Article 8, and we also agree with him that while addressing ourselves to the work of
an organised League of Nations is the only substituting security by contract for security
power capable of undertaking preventive by force - for that is the most vital aspect
and repressive measures. o our task - we are obliged, of necessity

The principles underlying this thesis are and under pain of depriving our future reso-
familiar to you. All the French delegates, lutions of all authority, to affirm our respect
without exception - Leon Bourgeois, Rene for the signatures we have exchanged in the
Viviani, Henry de Jouvenel, Edouard past.
Herriot, Louis Loucheur and Aristide Briand But just as we avoid interfering in matters
- have defended these principles from this which are no concern of ours, so also we
platform, and the presence here of my friend would ask you not to omit the slightest
Paul-Boncour, who has so brilliantly con- detail of that which comes within your
tributed to your discussions, proves, if proof sphere. That is why I venture to think that
were necessary, that we are still loyal to our proposal harmonises in all its parts
those principles. As regards the methods to with the programme of the Conference,
be employed, I will merely say that we. with the Covenant, and more particularly
refuse to split up the problem and that, in with the spirit of Article 8 of the Covenant.
the light of the lessons learned from past In the first place, let me say that this
failures, of which I spoke just now, we proposal is founded upon the draft Conven-
regard that problem as an indivisible whole; tion of 1930, from which it draws an imme-
and, while laying before you definite means diate conclusion. In spite of the reductions
of limiting and reducing armaments, we are in her armaments to which she has volun-
linking up those means with the questions tarily assented in the course of the last



ten years, France is prepared to become a to ask whether that opposition is on account
party to an agreement binding her to limit of the new obligations thus imposed on the
her armaments for a stated period of years. various States. In that case, I would ask
This, she is prepared to do unconditionally; you to compare such limited treaty obliga-
I wish that to be clearly understood, without tions to the incalculable burdens which
possibility of misapprehension or equivoca- some unlooked-for accident in certain parts
tion. of the world might involuntarily place on

In addition, France has put forward a all concerned. The allusion will, I am sure,
series of proposals regarding those branches be generally understood without further
of national armaments which are at once elaboration on my part.
the most powerful, the most useful in attack Or will it be said that our scheme is
and the most ruthless from the point of simply a roundabout method of consolidat-
view of the civilian population. In Chapters ing the status quo ? Even those who are
I, II, III and IV of our text, you will find anxious to modify that status quo will, I
details of what we propose, the scheme hope, agree that any such hypothesis would
being completed by rules for the protection be fraught with danger in the absence of a
of the civilian population. Chapter V indi- strong preliminary organisation precluding
cates the political measures which the proper all recourse to violence. For international
working of such a scheme would necessarily society is, and always will be, subject to the
entail. same necessities as national societies, in

France proposes, moreover, that the which equal treatment in regard to the
League should have at its disposal three carrying of arms- despite the very varied
classes of armed forces : the first, composed positions of the individuals concerned--
exclusively of air units, would be made up only became possible when judges and
of commercial air machines mobilised by gendarmes were appointed as the guardians
the League and military machines already of such equality.
in existence of a tonnage in excess of the
ma~xinmum to be fixed by the Convention; II ask you to heed the voice of France whenmaximum to be fixed by the Convention ; ^ 
the second, also an air arm, would be placedsheasserts that peacecan never be assured
at the League's disposal in case of the appli- until e fabric of the League has been
cation of Article 16 and would comprise strengthened in truth and in fact. I ask you

also to heed her voice when, as a means tomilitary machines in the tonnage classalso to heed her voice when as a means to
immediately below those to which I have such strength, she asks you to begin by
just referred ; the third force, which would implementing the Covenant with the re-
include land, sea and air units, would be ources which implicitly it contains.
placed at the disposal of the League in the For twelve months I was responsible for
form of a contribution from the contracting the administration of the 20 million peas-
States. The only reservation that our ants who make up half of our population.
scheme contains refers to legitimate defence I am familiar with the working of their
in the case of flagrant aggression. minds, and it is a privilege for me to be

Finally - and this is the fourth point on able to tell you what they are thinking. All
which I should like you to be absolutely down the ages, war has cost them dear. In
clear- France is willing to go even further modern times they have experienced three
and under the same conditions to give invasions in a hundred years, in the last
favourable consideration to any other reduc- of which almost a million of them laid down
tions of armaments that might be suggested their lives. On them, as on others, the armed
over and above those which we ourselves peace of to-day weighs no less heavily than
are proposing within the framework of the the war of yesterday. They are, however,
1930 draft Convention. aware that, as compared with 1913, their

Such is our scheme. I will not demean country has reduced its effectives by one-
myself by discussing the insinuations of quarter, the number of its higher units by
those who describe it as a mere manoeuvre. one-half and the period of military service
It is, on the contrary, a co-ordinated whole, by two-thirds -and that at a time when
clear in all its details, devoid of demagogy certain other Powers were increasing their
and providing an infallible gauge of the military establishments.
extent of the nations' willingness to proceed Passionately devoted to peace, these
to new and more effective measures of men are in closest sympathy with the efforts
mutual guarantee and security. You will, of our Conference. Their ideas are both
moreover, have observed--it has been clear and simple. They recollect that in
obvious ever since the scheme was made 1919 the Governments of Great Britain and
public - that our proposals enjoy the sup- of the United States of America recognised
port of practically all sections of French and solemnly declared that the security of
opinion and that they have much in corn- France was insufficiently assured. They
mon with the scheme which our distinguish- covet nothing that belongs to others, and
ed friend Lord Cecil read out on Saturday how anyone can regard them as a menace
morning, is more than they can conceive. Their only

I do not complain of the opposition which desire is that the soil they till should be
our proposals have encountered -- blame protected: for times without number expe-
and criticism are the common lot of those rience has taught them all that an invasion
who submit proposals - but I should like costs, even when victoriously repelled.
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Such are the feelings of every section of I thank you for listening to my remarks
my country, which reflects with pride that with such attention, but before I resume my
when peace was signed fifteen years ago no seat I should like to impress three figures
single human being was placed beneath its upon your minds. They are an expression
sovereignty who had not always been of the legacy left behind by the war:
French in heart and French in will. MIy a sacrifice of ten million lives ; devastation
country believes that it has never shown to a value of one billion francs; a world
itself lacking in generosity and it recalls military expenditure of 110,000,000,000
how, in 1930, by abandoning five years francs per annum. Such is humanity's
before the appointed time a territorial tragic plight, such the causes that have led to
pledge which the Treaty had placed in its this memorable gathering in which both
hands, it accomplished an act for which Members of the League and non-member
history shows no precedent. In 1926, to States are met together.
restore its finances, it submitted to unpre- We who represent these States belong to
cedented taxation, stabilised its franc at the generation which was sacrificed, to the
20 centimes, ruined its rentiers and more generation which experienced in turn the
than doubled its budgetary burdens in horrors of the battlefield and the heavy
terms of gold that is why, when envious burdens of war's aftermath. The friends of
eyes are cast on the stability of its currency, our youth sleep their last sleep in military
it is entitled to point to the price at which cemeteries along the fronts. I tis for us who
it has bought it. survive to translate into fact the wishes of

We invite the Conference to criticise our those who fell!
scheme, to discuss it and to lay before us In the first place, we must guard against
any proposals that you may consider prefe- any repetition of such happenings in the

rable. We shall meet you, you may be sure, future, which means the pacific settlement
in a conciliatory and open-minded spirit of international disputes.
qualified only by our unshakable attach- In the second place, we must enable
ment to the fundamental bases of the organi- mankind to co-operate in the productive use

sation of peace; for we are convinced that of a large proportion of the sums at present
disarmament without organisation would swallowed up by military expenditure--
be equivalent to an immoral and unjust that means the reduction of armaments.
premium upon force of numbers and |But these two objects are in reality two

technical preparedness. aspects of a single task - the organisation
of peace.

And now, I come to my conclusion, for in Whether our generation will have time to
this Conference, as Sir John Simon has complete that task is doubtful. But those
alread reminded you, we do not enjoy that who come after us will finally reach the
possibility of carrying forward our work, that goal if only we can take the first bold
margin of hope in which previous meetings t along the road which leads to success.
have been able to take comfort. We come The younger generation will carry on the
here with the dossiers of experts under our work and I hope, complete it. It is for us of
arms, but with the duties of Governments older generation to begin.
in our hearts. We are face to face with our
responsibilities. This is no time for reser-
vations or adjournments. As Ministers and 16.- PRESENTATION OF A RESOLU-
Plenipotentiaries, in whom is vested the TION BY A DELEGATION OF THE
power of deciding in one way or in the INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
other, decidenow we must, and in so doing INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
we must shoulder the responsibilities ASSOCIATIOS OF D
which each of us must bear in the eyes of DIERS AND EX-SERVICE MEN
posterity. STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT.

If we succeed, as the final communique The President.- I have to announce to
on the interview between the President of the Conference that, in my capacity as
the United States of America and the French President, I received yesterday a very
Prime Minister suggested a few months important delegation representing the Inter-
ago, we shall have established a lasting national Conference of Associations of
peace on- durable foundations and the Disabled Soldiers and Ex-service Men repre-
technical organisation of disarmament will senting eleven European countries. The
go forward of itself. If success escapes us, it President of the Delegation made a most
will mean the collapse of the greatest hope interesting statement and I was presented
ever entertained by the human race, and with a resolution which, in accordance with
at the same time the failure of the clear our rules of procedure, I will have inserted
and eminently practicable task with which in the Journal.
the Covenant entrusted us--in a word, a
catastrophe of the first magnitude. (The Conference rose at 12.55 p.m.)


